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Learn More:

- We Stand with Israel

Take Action:

- Urge the U.S. Department of Education to Make Colleges Safe from Antisemitism
- Urge Congress to Pass an Emergency Assistance Package for Israel
- Call for Responsible Media Coverage of the War in Israel
- Urge Social Media Platforms to Follow Content Moderation Practices Related to the Crisis in Israel
- Encourage Your Employer to Sign ADL's Workplace Pledge to Fight Antisemitism
- Follow ADL on Social Media
- Report an Antisemitic Incident

Join Us:

- Fighting Hate From Home Webinar - Today at 3:30pm
- 2023 Real Estate Reception
- Register for Never is Now
REGIONAL UPDATES

ADL NEW YORK/NEW JERSEY
ANNUAL REAL ESTATE RECEPTION

PROUDLY HONORING

2023 Burton P. Resnick and Leonard Litwin Legacy Award Recipient

MARK WILF
Owner & President, Garden Homes Management

Join us for our Annual Real Estate Reception on Wednesday, November 15th from 5:30 to 7:30 pm at Tavern On The Green as we come together to recognize 25 years of the Real Estate Division and its impact in advancing ADL’s critical mission.

We are honored to present the 2023 Burton P. Resnick and Leonard Litwin Legacy Award to Mark Wilf, Owner and President of Garden Homes
Management. The evening's program will feature remarks from Jonathan Greenblatt, ADL's CEO and National Director, and a timely conversation with Assistant Chief John Hart, Commanding Officer of the NYPD Intelligence Division and Rachel Grinspan, ADL's Director of Law Enforcement Policy & Civil Rights.

LEARN MORE

ADL invites you to register now for a timely Fighting Hate from Home webinar today at 3:30 pm ET as we discuss the rising antisemitism and hate that is being exhibited on college and university campuses across the country, and how we can speak out and take action to support Jewish college students.

REGISTER NOW

ADL UPDATES & RESOURCES
Since the Hamas massacre on October 7, ADL has recorded a dramatic spike in antisemitic incidents across the United States. Stay up to date on the latest ADL information and resources on the crisis in Israel at [adl.org/stand-with-israel](http://adl.org/stand-with-israel).

**TAKE ACTION**

1. **Urge the U.S. Department of Education** to make colleges safe from antisemitism. The Senate Resolution Condemning Antisemitism on Campuses passed but we still need your help to make colleges and universities safer from antisemitism.

2. **Urge Congress** to pass an emergency assistance package for Israel. Join ADL in urging your members of Congress to support President Biden's Emergency Assistance package to Israel that includes $200 million in emergency funding for the Nonprofit Security Grant Program to help houses of worship improve their security..

3. **Tell the media** to do better in coverage of the crisis in Israel. They must call Hamas the terrorist organization they are and refuse to simply accept claims
from Hamas and terrorist groups spokespeople as credible.

4. **Urge social media platforms** to follow better content moderation practices related to the crisis in Israel. In the wake of the Oct. 7th terrorist attacks on Israel, ADL is monitoring a surge of antisemitism, anti-Muslim hate, fake news, and propaganda being spread on social media. Social media companies must act to ensure they are not fanning the flames of hate.

5. **Encourage your employer** to sign ADL's *"Workplace Pledge to Fight Antisemitism"*.

---

**JOIN US IN THE FIGHT AGAINST HATE**

During this time of tension and heightened risk for Israel and for Jews in the U.S. and around the globe, it is more important than ever to come together to take action against antisemitism. We need your voice and your presence at the **Never Is Now at the Javits Center in New York City, March 4-7, 2024**. There will be general programming on March 6-7 preceded by special programming by invitation only on March 4-5.

Early bird pricing is ending soon. Get your tickets today to **save up to $100** and be a part of the world’s largest summit on antisemitism and hate.

---

**STAY UPDATED WITH ADL NY/NJ**
To stay updated, on incidents in your community and ADL’s recent reports, follow us on Twitter/X @ADL_NYNJ.

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER/X

Report an Antisemitic, Bias or Discriminatory Incident

If you have experienced or witnessed an incident of antisemitism, extremism, bias, bigotry or hate, please report it to ADL.

REPORT AN INCIDENT

READ OUR BLOG
SEND TO A FRIEND / CONTACT ADL
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